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BICYCLE PAVEMENT MARKING STANDARDS

*ALL BROWARD COUNTY MAINTAINED MILE AND GREEN PAVEMENT MATERIALS SHALL BE WHITE PREPARED THERMOPLASTIC MARKERS, INCLUDING ALL LINES, WITH A GREEN PREPARED THERMOPLASTIC BACKGROUND.

NOTES

1. THE PREPARED THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL SHALL MEET STATE SPECIFICATIONS AND BE APPROVED FOR USE BY THE APPLICABLE MARKETING AGENCY. GREEN AND WHITE PREPARED THERMOPLASTIC MARKERS OF 6O FT. SHALL BE ON THE FLIGHT ML SPECIFICATION 533 FOR GREEN AND 711 FOR WHITE PREPARED THERMOPLASTIC MARKERS.

2. THE SURFACE OF THE PREPARED THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL SHALL CONTAIN FACTORY APPLIED NON-CORROSIVE MATERIAL WITH A MINIMUM MAINTENANCE OF 18" (MINIMUM). UPON APPLICATION, THE MATERIAL SHALL PROVIDE A MINIMUM MAINTENANCE VALUE OF 80,000 SQUARE YARDS ACCORDING TO ASTM C 265.

3. THE MATERIAL MUST BE APPLIED AT A MINIMUM THICKNESS OF 50 MIL (229 MICRO) OR 125 MIL (3.75 MIL).

4. THE MATERIAL MUST CONTAIN A MINIMUM OF 30 PERCENT (70-75 PERCENT COARSE CLASSES BY VOLUME). THE INTERIOR MATERIAL SHALL BE CLEAR AND TRANSPARENT. NO MORE THAN TWENTY PERCENT (20) SHALL CONSIST OF IRREGULAR FIXED SPHERES OR BLACK.

5. THE MATERIALS SHALL BE APPLIED USING THE PROPER WIDTH MARKER RECOMMENDED BY THE MANUFACTURER. THE MATERIALS MUST BE APPLIED WITHIN PREPARATION OF THE PAVEMENT TO A SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE. FOR CONCRETE APPLICATION, A COMPATIBLE PRIMER SEALER MAY BE APPLIED BEFORE APPLICATION TO AVOID PREMATURE OPENING.
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